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This study, which is part.of the "- Organisation, content
and methods of adult'education" project, is in 3 parts.- The
first 2 parts investigate guidance and counselling andtheir
distinct contributionil to adult education, which is still
compartmentalised and heterogeneous. The third part seeks to
assess the methodological scope for an integrated approach to
tguidance_couneMiflcI in a context of permanent education.

The study deai. in turn with the followin points:

1. awdance for ciut s

1.1 Theoretical
vocational

the diw-

°logical contributions of
school

approach tL idance

the educational approach to --idance

1.2 Current pra tices in guidance for adul

1.3 Adaptatdon of uidan to the prospect of permaneri
education.

2. Counselling adults

2.1 The empirical approach to the co ns 1 ing concept

e'.2 Definition c- coonselling

2.3 Methodolog:ic:1 fartors

.3.1 content and 0 -ctives ept' counselling

2.3 liMitations of c_la sening

methdds te hniques.

Guidance/c6_nf-;olling

3.1 Relationship beiecn guidance and cou Leiling

3.1.1 in _tbo relat16n.

g'Ji!abce-coun pru.ret indicator

The tuthodo !oo I riot.jun UL .iidanee-counse1ling

3.2.1 to the iucaticna1 appronch

611e

Prot) _ms; to be ; _ivc 1.
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The concept of guidance is not new, and has gradually gained
substance from the theoretical and practical contributions of
vocational guidance, and later guidance at school.

The fact that guidance the English term corresponding to
the French 'orientationr has been introduced into the French
language with a broaderemeaning (to advise and.counsel from
all peints of view)" (1) suggests that there has been a semantic
shift, and that the two terms have come to be used for quite
different, or even opposite kinds of activities. It is indeed true-
that nothing would appear further removed from an attitude of
vigilant, permanent Assistance than the set of psychotechnical
tocls used as the traditional basis for guidance. However, this
idea runs counter to intuitive reactions, and appears false when
examined in terms of adult education. This amalysis of guidance
and counselling in adult education seeks to clarify this point.

1. Guidance for adults

The development of differential p-ychology is intersperaed
with operations concerning guidance for adults (ranging .from
the constitution of the American expeditionary corps in 1917
to the psychotechnical e;caminations-still used today by the
AFPA in France). In fact, thisetYpe of operation entails
selection rather thaa guidance. This lessens considerably the
educational implications of such operations, and hence their
relevance to thAs study. We should look rather to the guidance
of young people for factors that can be transposed to adult
education.

1.1 These theoreti.a1 and methodological contributions are to
be found in the two main stream') of theory on which guidance
practice has been based, and which should find a fruitful
meeting place in adult education.

The die -ostic apnroach to guidance wae ie basis for theL

first forMs of -actiebn, which wore confined to the young person's
choice of career. Those were the days of certainties and total
acceptance,(2) of the theory of aptitudes and the systematic
practice of tests.

Mr Pieron Voc -ulaire de 1- psychologie, 1953.

is my belief that knowledge of .children,- aptitudee
is the finest problem of education -, A Bine_ - L'année
psychologique, 1911.
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The counsellor's certainty was based on the idca of a stable
set of individual aptitudes which-did not develop, and his problem
was thus essentially technical. He was a specialist in psychometry
rather than education. His job was to make a prognOsis of
adaptation on the basis of a single psychological diagnosis, --d
to draw inferences in terms of career choices.

The rigidity of *his theory is now largely superseded, but
the diagnostic approach to guidance is still current in so far a

the predictive value of a (technically improved)
psychological diagnosis is still recognised,

the sporadic use of such investigations is an
economically viable form of action.

Both point. _arrant further comment.

As the claim to predict career success on the basis of clear
differentiated aptitudes measured Ly tests became increasing
illusory (1), .:Iiagnostic guidance turned to factors other than IQ,
and the psychological diagnosis was supplemented With factors-
relating to emotional development (interests and motivations,

Aaersonality features ) and case history (school results, family
environment etc).

With the transfer of guidanae to the school, the psychological
diagnosis has become increasinglyintegrated into a broader
diagnosis, with the possibility Of comparison with assessments- by
other observers (teachers), each coverir4 a different,aspect of
the subject's behaviour. The psychological diagnosis, supplemented
and set in's. new context, is thus still a reliable fadtor for the
prediction of success at school.

Moreover, this form of action hes a kind of situational pay
off. -,It offers user institutions somo_guarantee uld it be
going toe far to call it-a "scientific" guarantee in the
prediction of success which must be considered at least equal,
and probably superior ,(since the system is kept in force)-, to-
the results of more subjective, empirical assessment. It is
therefore a factor making for a more economic returnon training,
and at less economic,cost (as regards cost of operation per
Andividual, and not cost/efficiency, which is harder to assess
Hence its practical value.

A Uon - Psychopédagogie de l'or
FILT 1957

entation p of s-ionnelle

6
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It is this economic aspect that explains the failure of
attempts at "continuous guidance", entailing a series of diagnoses
throughout the school career in order to keep a closer watch on
the individual s. development.

"Continuous.guidance remained faithful to the diagnostic
approach to guidance and could not be challenged on that count.
It was just too expensive. Praference was therefore given to
the school career record setting out "all the observations
compiled for the purpose of producing an overall picture of the
pupil - diagnostic and prognostic - from nursery school to school.
leaving certificate level" (1).

These various illustrations from school life-are relevant in
so far as they suggest what the result would be if the diagnostic
guidance model were applied to the sphere of adult guidanCe. This
is not a gratuitous assumption. It seems that the diagnostic
approach, with its unbroken linear trend, could lead to an
over-orthodox definition of the role of guidance in adult education.,

, This could already apply to the definition of guidance
suggested by the UNESCO meeting of experts held in Bratislava in
1970: "In a context of rapid technical change, of life-long
education, of the developthent of the information media on a
massive scale and of an efficient utilisation of resources,

.

guidance Means helping the individual to a realication of his
own personal characteristics and enabling him to develop them
so as to be able to Choose his field* of study and work, throughout
the changing cireumstances of his life, with the dual purpose of
contribUting to the development of society and achieving personal
fulfilment" (2).

The educational was also used initially in career
guidance. It Was based:on "infarmation, education, Preparation
of the child for wczking life, and self-determination by the
individual on the basi-- of concerted educational influences" (3)

Although a minority view among guidance counsellors, and
quickly dominated by the instrumentalist wave, the approach has
produced certain attempts (4) to spell out more clearly 1-le

objectives of educational guidance and to describe the educational
means to he applied.

/7'
) A Raffestin - De l!o- eItation A l'education permanente 1972

Final report of the meeting of experts on the place'and rble
of cousellin _nd guidance in life-long integrated education -
Bratislava 26O November 1970

A Leon - op. cit.

Particularly by a team of counsellors at the Cent-- _

d'Application de l'Institut National d'Orientation
Professionnelle (INOP)'in Paris.

7
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This form of guidance, unlike the preceding for__ gave the
counsellor an educational role, and attached crucial importance
to the educational aspect of vocational information. Taking.into
account the influences of the-fdchool and out-of-school environment
and their effects on pupilsiattitudes,, the information provided,
in the context of .day-to-daY school life, was intnded to awaken
and subsequently clarify .eareer:metivation, cuLninating in an
informed responsible .choice of career.

1h hindsight, we can judge the element of idealism in these
irst, attepts to apply an educational' approach confined to the

school. However, there would seet to, be ,considerable scope for
such an approach in tlie field of adult education. In certain
projoets, known as pretraining projects, in which the aim is to
create !.'.wareness and to motivate the adult'to work cut a reasonable
specific training project, the main factor is vocational information,
and this information is transmitted Using 'active methods such as
these advocated by the champions of educational guidance.

It is legitimate to surmise that the historical ecntribution
of this- approach, over and above the content .(career information
may be connected mainly with a certain type of educational approach,
entailing an active eleMent in the adaptation of educational
methods, and:a fruitful Contact with educational psychology.

In _As.sense, the educational appreach'to gUidance may have
been one _of the first constructed attempts at counselling.

1.2 Current guidance practices for adults are essentially based
on a diagnosis made before the Commencement of training. The
most recent practices, however, show that,there has been a
gradual move away from this- traditional.procedure- This shift
should be illustrated if we look in turn at different kinds of
action

Reference has already been made to the psychotechn- cal
investigations of ASPA. We may add to this the tests to which
firms subject staff (suvervisory or' manual) who apply for
in-service'training for the purpose of acquiring skil s o
promotion. All these types of investigation have the fol owing'
common features:

- Their aim is access to a job, so that the nature and level
of aptitude to be tested depend-on the:content of that job.

- They culminate in the selection of applicants, which is
not in itself a bad thing (if there is only one vacancy,
only one applicant will be able to fill it), but this
selection is made prior to training, and belittles the
individual potential that 'might be revealed by means..of,
training.

--8
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- They may leave psychological scars, and sometimes preVent
subsequent decisions to undergo training by applicants
who are not selected or who nie channelled into jobs they
-do:not like

It Should be borne in mind .that this procedure of selection
or imposed.- guidance is by far the most common form of guidance
for adultS in France. For the reasons set out above, and in the
light of our aim of permanent education, this guidance/selection
procedure.is either outmoded or-obsolete, or even In Contradiction
with:the conditions required for the development of adult
education based on adults freely seeking education.

Initial guidance at the "Cours de Promotion sociale
another vast sector of adult education, is still at its first
trial stages, and still only reaches a minority of those
enrolled for courses. It is interesting to note the spontaneous
development of the expected compromise between-the,diagnostic
and educational approaches to guidance. Whilst the preliffiinary
check at the start of training is still the peak point of action,
and whilst guidance still' involves the prediction of success
(preservation,of the idea of a priori prognosis), the person
providing the guidance, whether .he be a counsellor or a teacher,
acts more as an educationist than an examiner. He helps. the
adult to investigate.his situation rather than passing judgment.
He proVides the necessary Information rather-than using instruments
(tests are used only at the applicantis.reqUest, for instance tol
detect-gaps in his knowledge). Moreover, this first contact and
initial diagnosis is used as a point of reference for assessing
the Student's adaptation and for possible modification of his
training career. It is part of a psychological procedure that
goes hand in hand with training. The germs of the counselling
concept can already be seen.

'In order to gain a precise picture of the.scale of this budding
movement, which ought to be extended to cover and improve all
currently identifiable forms of recurrent education, reference thoUld
'be made to an educational innovation introduced in France by
B Schwartz and his collaborators under the name of "collective
training" actions. The crucial change 'created by the adoption of
education by objectives does not only produce a transformation of
training contents and.educational structures.. It creates favourable
conditions for reappraisal of the traditional relationship of
.dependence of the student on the training environment, including
procedures such as guidance, and for attempts to.achieve an effec' ve
convergence and combination of psychological and education aid for
adults.

9
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Thus the dyramics:Of transformatioa of educational practices

ought, whether directly or as a side effect, to extend to the field

of guidance of -adults, hitherto, apparently wrongly, regarded as a

separate field. This is why the definition of guidance provided by

the meeting of experts in Bratislava in 1970 should be re--examined

and-probably supplemented.

1. This definition satisfactorily covers all the basic changes

in the environment contributing to the evolution of future conditions

and. forms Of guidance of the individual. In-a context of permenent

education,.. there will indeed be successive assessments, and -we come

back to the idea of continuous Li;uidance, noW overlapping beyond

childhood into adolescence and adulthood. The definition also shows

the importance that must be given to infortation of the individual

with regard to an increasingly complex economic and.social environment,

and with .regard to the individual himself (1).

It is, however, blatantly inadequate to set as the sole

objective of guidance: "helping the individual to a realisation...".

Guidance as an isolatediaction has no real scope in adult education.

Guidance of an adult is!ln itself an educational action, because

the adult experiences gUidance as a stage_in his development, and

nOt as an isolated sequence cut off from his' past and future. The

adult is totally involved in the action of guidance, which he does

.not regard as neutral.) Can this action be neutral for the person

condUcting lt? To believe*so would be illusory and doubtless

ineffective. It would be- better to regard guidance as the first

action in a training "contract", and thus to give guidance.its

full educational significance. This point will be taken up in the

'part of this study dealing with guidance counselling.

.

In the meantime, to conclude this part of the study, the

ma n aspects of a guidance process for adults should be clarified

in the light of the various factors presented above.

Whatever the training situation and stage of the pro ect in

which the adult is involved, the guidance process will aim to enable

him'to-pursue his training career with the greatest possible chance

of success.

In theoretical terms the guidance process may be Aeen as an

ordered set of information-assessment steps, directed tn turn -

the environment, the individual, and the relationship between

individual 'and environment. The process will be completed when

the counsellor and the individual concerned have produced a clear

enough picture (or built up a common frame of reference) of what

the individual will become after completion of his training and

'after reaching his target. Guidance may te said to be a joint

exercise in an icipation; which, on the basis of an analysis of

(1)
/

M ReUchlin - l'enseignement de Pan 2000. Le probleme'de

Vorientation-FLT 1973. See the analysis-in this book of

;the deVelopment and tranSformatiOn of techniques and -the

economy, and,of-the progress of Certain sociological and

biological factors-in individual guidance. Pages 27-50.

10
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the present relationship between the adult and his situation, can
,yield a picture of what the relationship will be on completion of
a pertain traininF7 period, in order to draw conclusions concerning
the relevance of the target set at the outset, and the means of
reaching it.

--In-Practical terms, and bearing in mind the extreme diversity
of cases, the process will be of varying duration and different
degrees of complexits., but will always culminate in joint
ratification Of- the training targets and the selection of the
conditions and forms of training to be applied.

A description of two extreme cases will show the multiplicity
of practical situations to which the training process thus
defined may apply, each time in a suitable form. The first case
could be that of an adult, an unskilled worker seeking to become
skilled by means of "Promotion sociale., It will be -easy to
determine the objective of training (appropriate vocational
qualification) as well as the conditions (school career, previous
experience, time available for traAning, recognition of existing
qualifications etc) and the type of training (content, time-
table and location, total duration etc). All the relevant
information can be compiled in the course of an indiilidual
interview, including consultation of documentation,.exchange of
information and records, -and possibly testing of knowledge.

Ratification of the ob ective and the choice of course will
be easy, and the process of-guidance is reduced to its simplest
expression the traditional diagnosis-prognosis operation,
establishment of the record.which may be repeated after a certain
period if required. At the other end of the scale, another
frequent case could be taken: a woman wishing to goback to
vocational work of some kind after rearing her children. In this
case, the aim of training is ill-defined and the motivation mainly
negatiVe (to get out-of tilt-- house), showing the full Scope of
the-guidance process required in order to arrive at joint approval
of the objective,and definition-of the training career. What
potP0 is, there in simply establishing a diagnosis under-these
conditions? The Operation in this case will en tl a full-
scale educational approaCh usually,with the he] of, the grollp,
in order to build up gradually the foundation for a'clearer
_definition of the subsequent training objective.

These 2 examples, at either end of the scale, give an idea
of the whole range of intermediate positions in which. "diagnosis'
and "education" factors are inversely proportional in a guidance
process that may. be virtually instantaneous or last several
weeks.

Counselling of_adults

The concept of counselling cannot be pinned down a priori _

clearly as the concept of guidance. It does not have (in France
any'specific historio'content, arid the purpose of this second
part of the study is to seek to clarify its content by means

11
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of a twofold approach: an analysis of the spontaneous attitudes

adopted by educators for the counselling of their students and
utilisation of theoretical dat'l derived from educational psYchology.

2.1 it may first be noted that_the.term "counselling", like other

terms in comon usage such as "surveillance") or technical usage
(such as "maintenance' suggests the presence of an outside
vantage point from whi h it is possible to intervene in order to
influence the behaviour or operation of some comparatively
complex machinery.

,

At the same time, we may note the use of a term such as
"child counselling" to designate the discreet, educational
supervision, by a medico-social service, of inexperienced
maternal behaviour.

These initial indicacions will suggest that the idea of
counselling corresponds to t e idea of,an outside check on a
Sometimes very obvious educa ional -objective.

This image of counselling can be clarified by
focusing more clearly on groups of adults in training. Th s.is
why we make use of the experience of educators (1), so etimes,
borne out by the experience of the trainees concerned.

At each Meeting-, the idea of_counselling, introduced
deliberately into the discussion without any specific reference
to training experience, yielded. responses 'relating mainly to
the psychological aspect of the trainer/trainee relationship:,
winning the confidence of trainees, encouraging communicationi,
perception and overcoming of 'emotional blocks, aid in expressing
expectations etc. This was followed by responses relating to

a second level of intervention: group patterns, rules of
operation (concept of implied contract, frame of reference setting
Interrelationships), and finally a third stage, at which there
appeared to be a transfer from educator tO the group, and to

We owe thanks to the teams of educators and trainees
who have kindly transmitted their experience:

At Chenove: Ch Coeurdevey, E.Brun, J M Pierret
and trainees in various groups ASF Chenove

At Paray le Monial: J P Vianno andM Mille

At Rennes: MM Antoine, Dutay, Lebert, Le Louette.

Further accounts of personal experienCe are taken from
the report by the Bureau dlEtudes intersyndlcal de
Franche-Comt6, concerning a pilot project on women,
under the leadership of Mr Guichard and his colleaves
at the Study and Research Workshop of the University of
BesanTon.

12
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\
the-trainees, of the capacity for inittative and decision-making.
The trainerTs intervention then takes a\different form:

;

reollation df the life of the group (based en the emergence,of
leaders),-outside evaluation. Echoing this position, the

;

experience8,r4i6orted by adults as regards trainers' attitudes
and t4dir own attitudes are highly explicit: "understanding-
and reiponding-to wishes", "the message gets through:. it,ia not

1 something you explain but something you can feel", "not a
\ directive but a kind of requirement", "the impression not of
receiving but.of participating", "at ease in the situation":

All'this is fairly commonplace, but clearly endorses other
characteristics/of counselling: the constructive, semi-
perManent contribution of the outside operator, direct inter,
personal relationships ie independent of the content of
training).

.This empirical approach appears to establish that counselling
in adult education covers any assistance or advice by the trainer
to the trainee in the context af an inter-personal relationship.

2 2 This rough definition can be made-more,precise on the.basis
,o n analysis of the educational aict,, as provided by educational
psyc ology: "The educational act lies in the process of exchange
between .teacher.(or educator) and students (or adult trainees
This; procesa entails.the-activitktaf all, /and operates via the
subject of study or medium of education. ItJS influenced or
determined-by the immediateor distant environment, and seeks
to bring about certain,changes mlating to the personality of
the student and behaviiilli-of.the teacher." (1). On the 'basis of
this definition, A Leon produces-a'diagram Showing the multi-
plicity of interrelationships between the four factors involVed
viz:. trainer, trainee, environment, subject (or medium ) -of
training.

, If We confine ourselves; to_basic. rela on we can obtain
the following simplified diagram:

Ed

educator T

environment

trainees

= group

objeotof training

= feedback.

A Leon - Psy-ohopedagogie-des-adulte: RIF 1971., _

3
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In this.diagram, the upper oblique lines relate to the field
'sociology of teacherd and learners"; the lower oblique lines
relate/to "psychological didactics". The horizontal:axis relates:
to "inter-personal relationships and group dynamics"0 and it is
this axitthat may-be identified as the axis ctcounselling. It.
is around thiS theoretical axis that we May effectively arrange
the relational activities'empirically regarded as relevant to
counselling, and,a reading of this diagram, in which the action
of counSelling is symbolised by the arrow linking the educator
to the trainees -combined in a .group.(G) or in isolation (TI,
To etc)'aiso serves to underline thespecificity of such aftion:
'It constitutes/a direct link between educator-and trainee, and i._
a contribution'from eduoator to trainee.

/
By means of-this diagram, it is also po sible to see the

channels/through,which'the educator receives the information he
.needs,in order to adapt his own behaviour (partizcularly feedback
from the group-or-from individuals ) and regulate his counselling
action.

:Yet another functional characteristic or counselling .1.s
revealed'if wedease to look,at the isolated-educational act
depicted in statie'fashion, and-move on to,the.dynamics of an

.

educational process. On the basis or the idea that_the,group
or- the individuals (G.or Tl, T2 T) develop, throughout the
educaticnal.proceSs, an activeattftude of: appropriation of
information or knowledge (interrelationship with 0) taking account,
of the 'existence.of a more or less gratifying environment
(relationship with E), me Can see the Altility Act= instrument
of facilitation (F), the function or which is to maintain the
.dynamic balance of the whole.systet.

In other' words, in simpler terms the various items of-.
learning- or.transfers of 'earning effected must, if they are to
achieve maximui effectiveness, have available the assistance of
correctly:dispensed facilitating measures in terms of the cognitive
,prooesses themselves as well as the training situation.and the
,surrounding, climate- (almost in the geographical sense

Onthe basis Cf this seles of'factorth, it seems pcissible
suggest- a:definition of ounselling, whiCh might tie- as follows:

let us say. that counselling is the regulating action, in the'
4'raMework of an inter-iers--al, unambiguous-relationship between
'educator and.trainee w ereby the learning processes achieve
imixlmum efficiency.:

k'more. detailed approach to the theoretical data and .

methods relating to counselling entails presenting the.--problems
on the baSis of:

a

- nature of intervention and:ad_

'scope and limitations of counselling,

-forms of intervention and. techniques.
/.

2.3.1. Taking the most general approach to the question, it may be
.said that counselling, like any other component of educa ion, is
twofold::

1A:
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- compensating a temporary inadequacy by enabling the adult. to
overcome. the difficulties that impede him;

- enabling\ the adult to:increase hib fu--ure capacity for
'independent action. \

It is the individual himself- that is the subject and the''Vehicle
for action, or,'more specifically, his personality, his emotional
make-up with its more orless.controllable excesses,..and his
Anhibitiona:- "The educator Creates a feeling of security", "Now-
' have, more confidence in myself"., to quote, pertain trainees. The
two main'objectiyes of counselling thus appear to be te enable'
individuals to know and assess themselves more adequately'. When
the. Organiser of one Of'the'projects'quoted_in this study stresses
that "The adult does:not know that he knows". (1), he has pinpointed
one of the primary functions of counselling': to assist the learner--
in forming a complete, poherent picture of himself.,

2.3.2. The scope for counselling necessarily entails limits.

. One of these.limits must be to separate counsellingiproper from
assistance in learning. Educationists ask,queStions-abeut the
attitude to adopt in the "guiding" Of learning, assistanee'of the
learner (2) but .this "guiding" is merely technical a8sistance to
facilitate a cognitive wocessin *hioh the adult 'is iria direct
and virtually exalusive relationship with an external training
object.

This is a theoretical distinction, because in practice the
fields of counselling and technical assistance overlap.- There
are emotional blocks that impede intellectual'processes, and
certain forms-of learning (learning to express oneself ) help to
make the adult capable of regulating himself.

There is also another kind of limit, connected with what may be
termed counselling "intensity", and it would seem all the more
*portant to take this into accopnt when:the adults concerned are
in a highly dependent situation in relation to-their environment.
TWo questions must then be posed: Bow are Wp to prevent
counselling frovturning into psychological manipulation? And
how/are we to reduce dependence on the environmsnt withicut
pushing the adult into a situation of dependence on the educator?

0.3. To pose the problem of counselling of ihdiVidlial adults
or groups of adults means defining the situation of these adults
as coMPletely as.possible, and defining onels.own situation in:
relation to them,-

duichard BEIF.R.ACts report.on _-he pilot project "Women"
in Besançon.

(2) A Leon - op cit.
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Knowledge. of adults requires psydholegical skills inthe
educator (analysis of ca8e history,_clinidal approach to usual

attitudes), bearing in mind that thechoice of cOuntelling
approach will, not be-dictated by.the "adult" variable alone,

but will also'be influenced by:the training enVironment, and

the available means.

It should be borne in mind that this assessment ican somet mes

only be Made after,the start of training. .In any caSe, the new

situation in which the adults will find themselves ip ih itSelf a

factor making for changed attitudes. The educator i1l have to

mike use of social communication techniques.

He will have to follow the adult's activity, s pervise

individual performance, oerrecting, if need be, the effects of

group dynamics', and encourage the effort to a8sesslprogress'(1).

This brief despription of counselling activities is not

exhaustive. Its aim is to illustrate the definitiOn of counselling

and-its contents In the, field of adult education.

3 Guidance - ceunsellinz. .

'The approach selected for setting but the prc;blems of guidance

and counselling in adult education has already brpught us far _.

beyond the present stage. %We.should nit be iedastray by, the real

examples quoted.--. These examples are mere islandslof innovation

in a sea of traditional practice.

This will make it clear that the thinking set put-On the -

thee guidance-cpunselling is speculative, and that,the,proposals

to which this thinking leads us have a voluntarist aspect.

1

3.1. It is-based on the idea that guidance and counselling are 2

aspects or 2 stages of a single educational functiOn, and that

the clarification of this relationship can have i0pOrtant

practical consequences.

This brings us to'the follo ing twofold wo ki h heels:

- :access to the integrated guidancecounse!linghl

approach qualifies an educational actionyl setting
it in a genuine perspective of permanent OdUcationk

(1) The educator will most.frequently use the:004 as the relay
structure for cpunselling, and experience 170s s.1.,vgn that these

functions,are gradually transferred-from eduCator to group.

The increasingly dense network of perspnal relationships
within the-group helps to bring about a kindof, Multi-directional
'development of cciunselling,.with the multiplicatieno inside the

grouplof exChanges,making.for mutual aid'ancl.reinforcement in

learning to be independent%

'This positive development of the group and the trainees is

one of,the criteria available to,.the educator in'order'to

aSsess objectively the real impact or hiS initia3counselling
efforts.

16
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any educational action can be rated on the
basis of its level'of deVelopment in the direction
gUidance-qounselling. This development can be
likened to a proeess of growing up in a number of,
successivq, ordered stages.

3.1.1. In order.to illustrate this notion of successive stageS,' e
may-draw upon some of the representative actions quoted in this
study, using a scale et vilues established, for the time being
a priori. kdistinction may be made between the,5:atages
'covering the whole process of integration0all ofwhieh*do not
yet,correspond to reality'

- sae() or absence of relationshi.: this category
1nc1ude3 actions at may be termed obsolete (such as APPA) whi h
entail guidance selection) but hardly any counselling (emphasis
on the learning of know-hdw) and hence no%relationship between
guidanoe-and counselling (at most, it might be said that the
guidance operation is the only form of counselling action
involved

- stage 1 or pre-relationship.; this applies to-the now
par ly reformed "ProMbtion socialecciurses (initial-guidance
in which a follow-up neriod atter-initiarassessment is designed
to facilitate adaptation of the learner to the course.

;

This pre-relationShip stage is charaCterised by2 factOr

or lackof having penetrated into-teaching practices
guidance-counselling asserts itself as a volition of
the educational institution: the simultaneous
development of guidance and followup of learners
'foreshadows integrated action,

the Initial guidance of learners is entrusted to a
team of educators/animateurs, who keep track of the
learners during the follow-up period. There is
thus continuity of action.

- a e 2-o r- comilernentar action: this stage has been
reached in t e so-cal es collective training actiona applying
education methods based on objectives, and access to vocational
qualifications on the basis of a unit/credit system. The
educator receives the trainee at'the start, introduces him to a
groUp and gives him continual assistande in determining his -

training career. ,The complementary approach stems:from the fact
that the educator's counselling action (regulation of
performance)-is ihterspersed with spasmodic.guidance assessments
for the choice of training' units)/which back up counselling'

action. There_is a cumulation Of effects, which might-be.
termed a coupled approach.

- stage 3 or _idance-counSelli_ the characteristic ,

of this stage, differentiatIn&it 'from Other stages.,-Is basically
the fact that:

17
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guidance and counselling practices are covered by
systematic analysis (objectives, methods and means
prior to the start °faction,

these practices become coherent because they are
regarded as a whole and as a specific dimension of
the educational act.

- stE_LE.fze_L2r st- idance- ounsell' this stage is

mentioned in order to Ig 1 g t he a m of guidance-

\ counselling-, whickis to work towards its own obsolescence

Nan.educational function. As has already been Stated, guidance-

counselling is a temporary compensatory'aid and an education

towards individual autonomy. The adult/must ultimately achieve

c self-sufficiency in this field.

This listing and setting in order of tages:might-be taken to

ply that a given action must of necessity pass through all the

ages described before-achieving,-at the last stage, the label

"permanent education". . In fact, this listing is at the most a

means of classifying existing actions in'order to'-measurethbw

far they fall short of one,of the basic objeetives of perTament

education, which is to make individuals independent,and
'responsible'for themselves. A scale of measureeof this kind does,

however, enable us to work out value judgments on national adult
education policies and educational institutions and educators.

3.1.2.-Before returning to this point in greater detail, it should
be pointed out that the ideas developed in this study refer
implicitly or explicitly to a utopian model,which seem's also to

be the model of those TespOnsible for the "organisation, content
,and methods of adult education" project. This model is the
concept of an educational society used as a basis for the work

cf the'3rd International Conference, convened by UNESCO in
Tokyo in 1972 (1). It consists of an educational society in

which education, which is functional, democratic and Permanent,is
no longer-a, matter for the school alone, but for society as a
whole, in which the indiuidual adult AS an independent being .

ap regards-his education' (chbice of aims- educational techniques,
Methods of 'training).

It is in this context that guidance-counselling, an educational
approach, becomes an instrument of policy. It May .be said that:

progress in knowledge of the cognitive processes
as well as in the field of educational technologies
may proceed without leading to any'opening up of
adult education towards non-vocational objectives,
and without any transformation of recurrenteducation
into permanent education;

The Prencli-language review "Education" of 21.9.72*
Document on the 3rd International Conference in TO
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- pn the Other hand, piomotion of the idea of guidance-
counselling as a fundamental dimension-of tbe educational
.act means that the individual is, of necesitY,Ipivolved
in training subjectively and mot ap an object, and that-
110 maT.be given 3' months, of an educator's tiMe In
order to experience a proceas of self-guidance rather than
to, :ave a training objective imposed upon him. AcquiSition
of knowledge may be temporarily,sacrificed. to enaPle_the.
adult.firat of all to take respensibility for:himielf.',,

..

There ar no tWo ways of democrahsing adult education,and
. -

achieving pe manent.education. These aims cannot:be,ahieved
without acquiring.the techniques 4nd means to colier alIY
individuals, starting with the least, privileged.. :In these terms,

.

the fuller and more general application of guidaneepotimselling
practices are ,real indices of adherence to a policy'ef-permanent.
,education and of adaptation of educational institutions' tothe
.aims of permanenteducation

3.2 To take guidance-oounselling ap an indioator'of:- Progress
more than-a mere .postulate of principle. It can be.said-that.
guidance-counselling has, decisive advantages, in terms of .the
educational aPproach and the adult who undergoes it.

-201,. As regards the educational aPproaehi_guidance-counselling
provides the !guarantee, of depth action because it sets put, from
the-very firat contact-with the.adult, to involve-him in'the
precess by enabling him to acquire responsibility as rapidly as
possible. .An individual will do better if he feels involved in
what he.is doing.

But the cohtribution goes beyond mere activation of
intellectual operation. To recognlse guidance-counselling,
to acknowledge the idea that 'we do not educate an adult but
help him to educate _himself". It is also to open,up another
prospect for adult education than mere quantitative accumulation
_of knowledge or correction .of obsolescent knowledge. Firially, it
ib to give educational action J3s_fullescope by creating in'the
adults-concerned-a fihenomenon of\ emotional resonance (guidance-
counselling is the educational m thod,of success) ighich maintains
the motivation to training.

3.2.2. Some of the individuals'em arking on -adultleducation already,
have sufficient autonomy of thinking,to work out and complete a. '
peraonal education project.- There have always been some who hdve
succeeded in teaching themselves, but only a minority.

Guidance-counselling is the means to\enable the, greates-
possible number to achieve such autonomy In due course. It is

'the only means whereby the least privileged categories can make
a start. These categories Are below what might.be palled the
threshold for expresSion of educational needs (at this level,
-it is as though educational needs, which cannot be ,satisfied by
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mere individual will, disappear from conscioushesS.in order to

preserve the psychological balance of the individual). This is a

measure of the importance of oUtside assistance, but.alsoof the

possible.consequences of improvisation in this field, however well

intentioned.

Whatever-the category of individuals concerned, the guidance-

counselling approach must give adults the means to decide for

themselves by enabling each individual to_adopt a detached

position in relation to himself: analysis of motivation,

enlarging of time-scale, organisation of projects. If all these

ideas had to be boiled down to a single phraSe, it might be-said

that vaidance-counselling was education.for "savoir-devenie

(knowing what to bedome) (as one-says'"savoir-faire" or msaVoir-

gtre")

3.3 While me cannot yet draw upon observation of training
situationsincorporating a properly thought-out and controlled

guidandecounselling apprOach, we can draw-Up an initial list'of,

technical problems that ought to be dealtyith if the ideas set .

out in this study are accepted as wellrfoUnded.

Firstly, exploration of the theme of integration of suidance

.and counselling should be continued. HOw, 'on the basis of:the

present theoretical and practical data of guidance,and counselling,

'in. adult.education, can we achieve a-continuous, coherent

educational approach?

Over and above the complementary nature of the effec s and

the alternating combination in time of the 2 form6 of action,

there seem to be some remarkable instances of sameness as-

regards educators' attitudes, and kind of relationship between

Oducatorand student, 4nd the basic aim of the:2 approaches

autonomous deciSionmaking).

May it not also be sa_d that what diffe entiates- guidance

and counselling is Merely the scale of the aimthat has been

set (an overall training objective in one:case, and a'sgecific,

modification Of attitude or behaviour:in the other )?

May we not also advance the hypothesiS that the achievement

of the objective chosen ity-the-colirse of gUidance proves thp ,

relevance and satisfactory progress-of the co -selling-measures

adopted, and vice versa?'

Adult groups and training situations arehighly diverse.

lhe role of guidande-counselling,inorder to bring abbut a

Correct approach of theadults conderned will of necessity vary.

:considerably.! .Innumerable examples .come to mind, ranging froM.,

refreSher,cOUrses'for'supervisory
staff,iii which the concerns=

_otguidante=counselling have.virtuaIly no part to play, to-

educational action designed for.a populatien on:the fringeof

the present scope of adult education, for whom the-educator will

consider that the '41c:quisition- of knOwledge is a minor 'affair,

2 0
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and even valueless, until such time as the adults concerned have
pinpointed their motivations and expressed their real training
needs. In the latter- case, the guidance-counselling of students
may be said to constitute virtually the sole objective of the
aetion to be undertaken-.

If we, are to go beyondthe pragmatism Spontaneously adopted
in the field by educators (without setting out to solve every
problem by means of a theoretical classification laid down in
advance), it will be necessary to establish a.typology of
counselling behaviour-,/which might, as a first, hypothesis be.

bated on a combination of several variables (psycho-sociological
characteristics of the group,.-availability of the environment,
meats of training),,,This typology is a vital instrument for
rationalisation and systematisation of guidancecounselling
measures.

The,third theme,to be .8tUdiedconcerns-the training of
eduaators. It iS:not'am exaggeratiOn to say that every educator,
eVen _in adult eduCation, tends:to seehis role,in terms of-his
oWn Special -field,' and condequently,to'react in a doubly negative
way by Passing:On to'other6 matters that he-sees asoutside'hi$

and;contesting the right of others to act ilv,his own
field. Far instance; the guidance cOurisellores special field
is.readily recognised, but only in.,ordel4. to' keep him out.ofthe
educational.'field.in.the natroWsenSe. :In a-recent article:(1)
JJ:Scheffknecht draWs attentibn.to'the needfor redistribution
of the edudationalfunotion, calling for eeater all-round skills
in thevariouS-edueational agents, And teathwork by people with
complementary skills. This twin-recommendation could Well be
appliedyin guidance-counselling .It has already beervsaid, in
,the second part-of this study,-that the educator ought to have
'the skills of a psychologist as well as sufficient mastery of
communication techpiqUes. :These-are 2 Subjects in,. the training
of edudators that will enhance the Allround skills of each
educator./ Guidancecounselling if it is_,to be effective, also
Presupposes satisfactory ihtegt.atioh Of, the guidance counSellor
A.nthe, teabhing team,_ even if_this entails' additional training
in educational psychology.

Finally, AZ in,the case of any'educational dpproaeh, therel_s
the Problem of asseSsing the reSults'of-guidance7counselling. If
guidance-counselling is .really to be an indicator of progress,
we shoUld be able to measure,its effect6 aZ-fUlly As poSsiple.

The.usual methods:can probably be used. In anycase,:the
taxlc principle of thy assessment must be-respected: ,if there. is
,to be a succession of training sequences folloWed by ,an adult,, the

JJ Scheffknecht 'Pour: tine clarification des composantes
diunsystime de formation continue" - Education permanente
No 25,,.Sept7Oct.,74.
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applicatiOn of a grid for observing_aptitudes:and behaviour may

provide a meaeurement:of differences betweeii two suCcessive

sequences (improvement in the quality of:the training:projects'

presented'by the adult, the:Capacity-for priVate research;

organisation of the training career, and the self-regulation c)f

the rate of learning) In this way it should' be possible to ,

Wild up a set of objebtiVe data relevant'bofh to the'longitudinal

'study.-of individual case histories and. to assessment of the

validity of the guidance-counselltng _system itself. .

These themes-might:be the subject of researph.pro_ects .The

findings of these projects would makedt.lokosiible to Verify the few

basic ideas presented in this study, intendedmerely as'an -

introduction to a debate which, it ie hoped, will be as open ts

poasible.
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